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The Project Area
� The Okavango River Basin

� Near pristine

� Ramsar site

� Unesco World Heritage Site

� KAZA

� Oasis

� Threatened



The Future Okavango

The Research Team

� Universities/Research Institutions in Angola, Namibia, Botswana

� Universities/ Research Institutions in Germany

� Graduate students

� Post Docs

Achievements

UNIVERSITY ESTABLISHED

Hamburg 1919

Marburg 1527

University of Botswana 1982

Agostinho Neto 1962

Namibia University of Science and Technology 1994

Old universities, research culture vs young universities, teaching culture



The Future Okavango

� Ecosystem Functioning

� Ecosystem services (Decision makers, users)

Achievements: Research Topic



Okavango: Water from Central Angola
J2000g J2000g

J2000g J2000

J2000g

J2000g

J2000g

J2000g

Almost the entire flow

of the river system is

generated in the

highlands of central

Angola.

Source: Steudel, Göhmann, 

Baumberg, Helmschrot, Kralisch, 

Flügel (Univ. of Jena), 

Mosimanyana, Massamba (ORI, 

Univ. of Botswana), Mwewa, 

Vushe (Polytechnic of Namibia), 

Quintino (INRH, Angola) 

>900 mm/y

<400 mm/y



� Up to 250 mm less rain in Angola

� Up to 150 mm less rain in Okavango-Delta

Change of rainfall [2016-2045 compared to 1971-2000] 

T. Weber, A. Kriegsmann & 

D. Jacob

Climate Service Center 2.0, 

Hamburg Germany



Okavango: Planned extractions

Irrigated

(ha)

Extraction

(m3 s-1)

Planned

(ha)

Extraction

(m3 s-1)

Angola 1,500 2 270,00

0
131

Namibia 2,200 2.4 15,700 12.2

Botswan

a

31 < 0,1 188 0,25

Cubango

(m3 s-1)

Cuito

(m3 s-1)

Mean low water (October) 40 105

Anual mean 188 162

Mean high water 246 173

Highest water 960 350

Planned

extractions

Water
?

Source: Steudel, 

Göhmann, Baumberg, 

Helmschrot, Kralisch, 

Flügel (Univ. of Jena), 

Mosimanyana, 

Massamba (ORI, Univ. 

of Botswana), Mwewa, 

Vushe (Polytechnic of

Namibia), Quintino 

(INRH, Angola) 



Vegetation based ESS

� forests provide fruits, meat, honey, timber, medicine and much more.

Deforestation:

Agriculture

Timber

Charcoal

Fire



Database:

MODIS „active fire“ and 

„burned area“ product 

(2001 – 2012)

Descriptors derived: 

- fire frequency

- fire season

- fire intensity

Stellmes et al. (2013) Fire frequency, fire seasonality and fire intensity 

within the Okavango Catchment derived from MODIS fire products. 

Biodiversity & Ecology 5, 351-362.

Number of years with fire in 2001-2012



Vegetation & Fire

Conclusions I:

� most wild fires in the Okavango basin are man-made

� fire is used as a tool for system specific  aims

� fires sometimes go wild, depending on control effort and riskiness of the fire 

aim.

Conclusions II: trade-offs of wildfires:

� benefits are tangible,

� drawbacks are mostly intangible or affect commons

Conclusions III: fire management has to take into account

� the system specific aims of fire application

� the related trade-offs

� the physical dynamics of fire (timing, fuel & flammability, atmospheric 

conditions, topography, ...)

“Laissez faire” is not a sustainable  way of natural resource management.



Deforested area until 

2030 based on 

current 

deforestation rates:  

ca 3,842,000 ha. 

= ca. 42% of the 

Miombo forests 

within the 

Okavango 

catchment]

Consequences:

Increase in nutrients, 

suspended solids, 

flooding

Miombo deforestation until 2030

Source: Stellmes, M., 

University of Trier, 

unpubl.



RBO: OKACOM

� Established [by treaty] in 1994
�Main objective to “ ...act as the technical advisor to the 

contracting parties on matters of common interest relating to 
the conservation, development and utilisation of water 
resources in the Okavango River Basin”.  

�Also to set up conditions to ‘generate visible impacts on 
poverty alleviation for the riparian communities emanating 
from applied resources management options’ (OKACOM, 
1994). 

�The ultimate vision of the Commission has been interpreted 
to be the ‘effective implementation of an integrated 
management plan for the entire ORB’ (Heyns, 2007).



Governance Performance Yardstick (2014)

Good Governance Factor OKACOM 

CONSOLIDATED SCORE 

(%)

ORASECOM 

CONSOLIDATED

SCORE (%)

1. Coordinated Decision Making 51 47

2. Responsive Decision Making 43 73

3. Goals, Goal Shift, and Goal 

Completion (IWRM Planning)

76 91

4. Financial Sustainability 56 72

5. Organizational Design (National 

political stability)

82 82

6. Role of Law 80 73

7. Training & Capacity Building 61 78

8. Information and Research 72 87

9. Accountability and Monitoring 44 78

10. Private and Public Sector Roles 47 55

TOTAL SCORE/RATING 61% 74%



The Future Okavango

1. Staff mobility 

2. Collaboration within the three African countries

3. Supervision of students (Germany-Africa-within Africa) 

Challenges



The Future Okavango

Namibia:-

Our biodiversity is our best development opportunity

Now is the chance to do some significant planning based on an innovative 

vision for the Okavango Basin.

Zoning to reap best value from each landscape

A basin where the land has been zoned for comparative advantage: each 

zone would be used for the land use or activity that conveys the greatest 

value, rather than homogenising land use all around the basin.

Botswana –

Well managed socially-fair & ecological development

Land conversion of subsistence farmers should take place in the less 

sensitive areas in a planned, orderly, and systematic way. People will have 

improved livelihoods through agriculture and diversified economies.

The people: Vision 2030.  Stephanie Domptail & Oliver Mundy, TFO



The Future Okavango

Botswana

Creating a trans-boundary World Heritage Site

The river basin would look the same as it does today with viable wildlife

populations, but it would be better managed and less threatened. People 

living next to the Delta would benefit equitably from the natural resources. 

This is not happening at the moment.

Angola  

Countries' comparative advantages benefiting the basin

OKACOM will lead to improved livelihoods for the riparian population. Each of 

the three countries is going to manage the Okavango River Basin (ORB) by 

using its comparative advantages and know-how: Angola will concentrate on 

agricultural production for the basin, Namibia on producing hydroelectricity 

for the basin and Botswana will develop tourism in the basin. All three 

countries are going to invest in each other and benefit from joint projects. 

Employment will increase.

The people



The Future Okavango

The people

Namibia

Anti-vision: Just as any other basin. Botswana keeps on acting as if the

Okavango water will never stop flowing. The other two countries start 

taking more and more of the water for the development of land uses that 

are both rather unproductive and damaging. Many exotic species and 

production systems are introduced and will creep in an uncontrolled 

manner. The basin Just as every other basin in the world, get degraded 

and will in the end have nothing more to offer than any other river basin 

elsewhere. It will lose its comparative advantage and slide slowly towards 

degradation.



Thank you!


